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R= g.314J mol-l K-1, 2.303 RT/F = 0.5091v

(a) tr{hat do you mean by extensive and intensive properties and give
three exarnples for each.

[10 marks]

1)

&) (i) Write the mathematical expression for tne first and second iaws of
thermodynamfcs. '

", [10 marks]
(ii) A piston filled with 0.04 mole of an ideal gas expand reversibly

from 50.0 ml to 325,0 ml at a constant tempq:ature of j7.0 0c.

During the process it absorps 20g ] of heat. Calqiiate g w,AU and
AH.

[30 marks]

(c) (i) Using the combination of first and second laws of thermodynamics
show that the entropy change (AS) on heating of the ,n, moles of
substance reversibiy from temperature Tr to Tz at constant volume is

as = c,rn (FJ

(Assutme Cu is independent af temperature) -

[15 marks]

Contd...



(iilrhe heat capacity of oxygen at constant vorume is given by the
empirical equation

Cu = d+ pT *yTz

Wherea, F ao.,d 7 are constants. Show that the entropy change (AS) of
oxygen is heated from Tr to Tz is

AS = stnT+ g(ra"- 11) +I(r: - rf)
[20 marks]

(iii) Determine entropy change (A.g) -when the oxygen is heated from
300 K to 500 K. Where a = 25.503 J K{ mol-r, F =18.612x10-j I K-2

moF and y =-42.553x10t J Kr mol{.

[15 marks]

2) (a) (i)ShowthattheMaxwellrelation*(#)" =(#)n _ c

(ii) For a gas follows a van der waars equation of state-sho* rnj:u 
marksl

fgg) - nh ',
\|v)y V-nb i

[15 marks]

@) Assume the following reaction occurs in an electrochemical celil
Cd (s) + Cu 2'.-> Cd2] + Cu (s) . , ]

(i) " What is the cell representation for the cell 
,

(ii) What is standard electrode potenrial {Ela) of the cell at 25 0C

(iii) Determine standard change in Gibb's free energy(Acg ) and
equilibrium constant K of the cell at 25 0C

[40 marks]

(c) calculate the electrode potential (E*u) ofthe followingcell by using the

Nernst equation

Zn(s) I Z*.(0.a04M.i! l/Cuh(0.033 M)/ bu (s)

l\fur*,ru: 0,3394 V, Eeca"n,ca = -0.40224 V, Eln *,7n = -'0.7 6LB Vl

[30 marks]


